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Abstract

Weekly surface loading variations are estimated from a joint least squares inversion of load-induced GPS site dis-
placements, GRACE gravimetry and simulated ocean bottom pressure (OBP) from the Finite Element Sea-Ice Ocean
model (FESOM).

In this study, we directly use normal equations derived from reprocessed GPS observations, where station and
satellite positions are estimated simultaneously. The OBP weight of the model in the inversion is based on a new
error model, obtained from 2 FESOM runs forced with different atmospheric data sets.

Our findings indicate that the geocenter motion derived from the inversion is smooth, with non-seasonal RMS
values of 1.4, 0.9 and 1.9mm for the X, Y and Z directions, respectively. The absolute magnitude of the seasonal
geocenter motion varies annually between 2 and 4.5mm. Important hydrological regions such as the Amazon,
Australia, South-East Asia and Europe are mostly affected by the geocenter motion, with magnitudes of up to 2 cm,
when expressed in equivalent water height.

The chosen solar radiation pressure model, used in the GPS processing, has only a marginal effect on the joint
inversion results. Using the empirical CODE model slightly increases the annual amplitude of the Z component of the
geocenter by 0.8mm. However, in case of a GPS-only inversion, notable larger differences are found for the annual
amplitude and phase estimates when applying the older physical ROCK models. Regardless of the used radiation
pressure model the GPS network still exhibits maximum radial expansions in the order of 3mm (0.45 ppb in terms
of scale), which are most likely caused by remaining GPS technique errors.

In an additional experiment, we have used the joint inversion solution as a background loading model in the GPS
normal equations. The reduced time series, compared to those without a priori loading model, show a consistent
decrease in RMS. In terms of the annual height component, 151 of the 189 stations show a reduction of at least 10%
in seasonal amplitude.

On the ocean floor, we find a positive overall correlation (0.51) of the inversion solution with time series from
globally distributed independent bottom pressure recorders. Even after removing a seasonal fit we still find a
correlation of 0.45. Furthermore, the geocenter motion has a significant effect on ocean bottom pressure as neglecting
it causes the correlation to drop to 0.42.
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1. Introduction1

In the last decade, observations from increasingly dense geodetic GPS networks, and new satellite mis-2

sions such as the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment, GRACE (Tapley et al., 2004), have shed3

light on global migration patterns of masses. The dynamic exchange of those masses between the ocean,4
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atmosphere, cryosphere and the terrestrial hydrosphere, are causing observable crustal deformations and5

perturbations in the orbits of satellites. The continued observation of those phenomena are crucial for our6

understanding of the system Earth.7

8

However, measurement techniques come with their own shortcomings, making it attractive to combine9

multiple techniques to overcome this (Rietbroek et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2006; Kusche and Schrama, 2005).10

GRACE measures a global gravity field in weeks to months with resolutions in the order of several hundred11

km. Unfortunately, GRACE does not provide estimates of the important geocenter motion (i. e. the motion12

of the solid Earth w.r.t. the common center of mass of the Earth system, see Blewitt and Clarke (2003)).13

Furthermore, it yields unsufficiently accurate degree 2 Stokes coefficients (Chen et al., 2005) and is contam-14

inated by strong anisotropic noise. On the other hand the GPS network only covers land and still contains15

only few sites in remote areas such as Africa and Antarctica. In addition, as deformation is the result of16

a damped convolution of surface loading, the GPS technique suffers from a decreased sensitivity to high17

resolution signal (van Dam et al., 2007). Over Europe, a comparison of the GPS site displacements with18

GRACE derived deformation has shown significant differences in the annual amplitude and phase (van Dam19

et al., 2007). The inconsistencies were mainly due to GPS technique errors and could not be explained by20

a realistic loading signal. As we will show later, using the reprocessing solution, we find a good consistency21

between low resolution surface loading from the inversion and the GPS site displacements.22

23

Different approaches have been proposed to infer estimates of the surface mass variation from geode-24

tic measurements of load-induced crustal deformation (Heflin and Watkins, 1999; Blewitt et al., 2001; Wu25

et al., 2002; Dong, 2003; Lavallée et al., 2006). Mostly, operational weekly Global Positioning System (GPS)26

solutions published by the International GNSS Service (IGS) have been applied to solve for the degree-127

spherical harmonics of the redistributed surface load. However, the results of Fritsche et al. (2009) demon-28

strate the impact of using reprocessed GPS observations on estimated low-degree spherical harmonics of the29

load. Their work concentrates on the differences in the estimated load parameters when applying a more30

sophisticated observation modelling strategy in the GPS data analysis. In particular, the consideration of31

higher-order ionospheric terms was found to reduce artificial variations in the time series of degree-1 co-32

efficients during periods of a solar maximum. Moreover, the effects of a change in the radiation pressure33

modelling have been shown and discussed. Here, a significant reduction in geocenter amplitude of well known34

alias periods could be determined when applying a newer model for the effect of the radiation pressure acting35

on the GPS satellites.36

37

A combination of GRACE release 1 gravity fields from CSR, GPS deformations and modelled OBP from38

the ECCO model has been studied before by Wu et al. (2006). They demonstrated the potential of the39
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combination to simultaneously solve for low degree surface loading, geocenter motion and mitigate the effect40

of mass conservation of the ocean model. From a more theoretical approach, the effect of the GPS network41

geometry on the inversion has been discussed by Jansen et al. (2009).42

43

In this study, we adapt the least squares inversion scheme of Rietbroek et al. (2009) to estimate weekly44

surface loading solutions up to spherical harmonic degree and order 30. Fed into the inversion are 1) the new45

TUD reprocessed GPS solution, 2) weekly GRACE GFZ-release 4 normal equations, 3) a priori ocean model46

information from FESOM (Timmermann et al., 2009) in the form of pseudo-observations with updated47

error-covariance (Brunnabend et al., 2010, submitted) and a modified observation equation.48

Using our results, we elaborate on the magnitude and direction of the estimated geocenter, and compare49

the results with those of Rietbroek et al. (2009). Weekly Helmert parameters, revealing inconsistencies50

in the GPS network and processing, are estimated and quantified. The influence of the pressure radation51

model on the joint inversion solution has been studied. In a forward modelling experiment, we assess the52

consistency between the GPS data and the combination solution by propagating the joint inversion results53

to GPS station deformations. Furthermore, a comparison with time series from in-situ bottom pressure54

recorders (BPR) has been performed over the ocean.55

2. Methodology56

2.1. Joint inversion scheme57

Our main objective is to estimate weekly sets of spherical harmonic coefficients, Tσ
nm(t), of surface loading58

up to degree and order, nmax=30, which are linked to changes in the surface density ∆σ(λ, θ, t):59

∆σ(λ, θ, t) = aρw

nmax∑
n=1

n∑
m=−n

T σ
nm(t)Ȳnm(λ, θ) (1)

Here, ρw, is the density of seawater taken to be 1025 kg
m3 , and a denotes the Earth’s radius. The 4π-normalized60

harmonic base functions, Ȳnm(λ, θ), are related to the associated Legendre functions1 at colatitude θ and61

longitude λ as follows:62

Ȳnm(λ, θ) =

 P̄n|m|(cos θ) cosmλ, m ≥ 0

P̄n|m|(cos θ) sinmλ, m < 0

The three data sets used in this study, GRACE , GPS network solutions and modelled OBP, have three63

different relations with the unknown surface loading coefficients. The observation equations are explained64

in more detail in Rietbroek et al. (2009); Kusche and Schrama (2005), but we repeat them in the sections65

below, while adding some modifications. After the construction of the weekly normal equations we can66

1no Condon-Shortley phase applied
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combine and weigh the different data sets using their errors.67

68

As a background model we use the weekly GRACE-GAC product, containing modelled atmospheric and69

oceanic signal from the ECWMF and the ocean model for circulation and tides (OMCT) respectively, which70

is restored after the inversion. Furthermore, in contrast to Rietbroek et al. (2009), the GPS data are added71

in the form of normal equations. This prohibits the propagation of possible numerical instabilities from the72

GPS-only error-covariance matrix.73

2.2. GRACE weekly solutions74

Parallel to the monthly EIGEN-GRACE05S time series of the GRACE Science Data System, GFZ has75

also processed weekly gravity field solutions. These models have a higher temporal resolution compared to76

the other processing centres and provide insight into mass variations which take place at ten-daily or even77

shorter time scales such as barotropic Rossby waves, continental water storage changes or solid Earth and78

ocean tides (Ilk et al., 2004). The weekly models have been derived from 7-day batches, aligned to the GPS79

calendar week, of daily GRACE normal equation systems using the same release 4 processing standards80

and background models as applied for the monthly solutions. With no further constraints applied, solutions81

up to degree and order 30 can be yielded. This was based on a dedicated ground track analysis based on82

GRACE orbit configuration and GRACE instrument data availability. Besides the pure also pseudo-weekly83

(smoothed version from combination with two down-weighted preceding and succeeding weekly products)84

solutions have been derived. Although the pure weekly solutions show a larger variability, they generally85

agree well with the monthly solutions (Flechtner et al., 2010). For some weeks, larger deviations (“outliers”)86

are visible which do not necessarily correlate with the results of the ground track analysis. Therefore, it87

seems to be plausible that some of these outliers rather represent physically induced signal than noise. The88

well-known “GRACE C20 bias”, e.g. when compared to the latest version of GFZ’s release 4 LAGEOS time89

series (Flechtner et al., 2010), is obvious and has still to be investigated.90

91

Within the inversion, weekly GRACE normal equations, are degree-wise calibrated (Rietbroek et al.,92

2009). The residual Stokes coefficients, δΦnm(t), can be linked to the surface loading coefficients by a93

diagonal design matrix having entries:94

δΦnm(t) =
3ρw(1 + k′n)

ρe(2n+ 1)
T σ
nm(t) (2)

The Earth’s elastic response to surface loading is modelled using the spectral load Love numbers k′n, l
′
n, h

′
n95

derived from the Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM) (Dziewonski, 1981).96

97
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During the GRACE processing, the orbits of the GPS satellites are fixed (i.e. the estimated gravity field98

does not affect the GPS satellite orbits). The underlying coordinate system of the GRACE normal system99

equations is therefore determined by the reference frame of the GPS satellite orbits. Additionally, since the100

GRACE twins and the GPS satellites orbit the center of common mass (CM) of the Earth, their (relative)101

range observations provide no information of degree 1 Stokes variations, which are zero per definition in this102

frame. The well known deficit of GRACE is that applying equation 2 gives rise to a rank defect in terms103

of T σ
1m, as 1 + k′1

(CM)
equals zero in the CM frame (Blewitt and Clarke, 2003). Throughout this paper, the104

superscript (CX) of the degree 1 load Love numbers indicate in which reference frame it is defined.105

2.3. Modelled Ocean Bottom Pressure106

Ocean bottom pressure (OBP) is modelled globally using the finite element sea-ice ocean model (FE-107

SOM, Timmermann et al. (2009); Böning (2009)). It solves the primitive equations and uses the Boussinessq108

approximation. Conservation of mass is achieved by applying a correction after Greatbatch (1994); Böning109

et al. (2008). A tetrahedral grid with a horizontal resolution of 1.5◦ at the ocean surface is applied. The110

model is initialized with temperature and salinity from the World Ocean Atlas 2001 (WOA01) and simulates111

OBP from 1958 to 2008. The model simulation is forced by daily mean data sets of the NCAR/NCEP reanal-112

ysis (Kalnay et al., 1996). The mass budget includes precipitation and evaporation from the NCAR/NCEP113

reanalysis, whereas evaporation is computed from latent heat flux. River runoff is introduced into the model,114

using surface runoff derived from the land surface discharge model (LSDM) (Dill, 2008). To restrict global115

mean ocean mass variations to reasonable limits, a two year high pass filter is applied to the mass balance116

terms of the model (Böning et al., 2008). OBP anomalies are computed on weekly time scale for 2003 to117

2008 (Brunnabend et al., 2010, submitted). These anomalies have already been used in the previous studies118

of Jansen et al. (2010) and Rietbroek et al. (2009). The error of modelled OBP has been estimated by com-119

paring OBP derived from two model simulations using different atmospheric forcing data sets (Brunnabend120

et al., 2010, submitted). The alternative model simulation includes six hourly atmospheric parameters pro-121

vided by the ECMWF, (ECMWF, 1995; Uppala et al., 2006). Weekly error maps of modelled OBP are122

computed by the weekly root mean square of the daily mean difference between the two model simulations.123

In this study, the mean weekly errors are introduced as diagonal matrixes into the inversion scheme. To124

be consistent with the other data sets the OBP difference w.r.t. the GRACE-GAC product is fed in the125

inversion.126

127

Whereas Rietbroek et al. (2009) used the modelled OBP as pseudo observations of absolute pressure128

(expressed in equivalent water height), we now assume that the pressure values are residuals with respect129
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to the instantaneous geoid augmented with an unknown model mass correction:130

δP (λ, θ, t) = P (λ, θ, t)−N(λ, θ, t)

≈ ∆M0 + a

nmax∑
n=1

n∑
m=−n

ζnT
σ
nmȲnm(λ, θ)

(3)

Here, P is the ocean bottom pressure change expressed in equivalent water height. The symbol δP is the131

bottom pressure anomaly w.r.t. the geoid, N . Furthermore, ∆M0 denotes an uniform mass correction,132

which absorbs remaining mass discrepancies in the model’s fresh water fluxes. The degree dependent factor,133

ζn, maps the surface loading coefficients to the instantaneous geoid, which is the reference surface used in134

the ocean model.135

ζn = 1− 3ρw(1 + k′n)

ρe(2n+ 1)
(4)

Although usually neglected, this factor has a small effect on the inversion. Starting with 0.8 for n = 1, ζn136

quickly approaches 1 (0.99 for degree 30). The approximation sign stems from the fact that we assume a137

bandlimited spectrum, up to nmax, for surface loading. Finally, in the inversion we have excluded shallow138

nodes with depths from 800 m and those which are located in the Mediterranean Sea.139

2.4. GPS reprocessing solutions140

When surface loading is applied to the Earth, resulting crustal deformation can be measured by a net-141

work of permanent GPS receivers. In this study we use dedicated weekly normal equations constructed142

according to the IGS reprocessing standards (Rülke et al., 2008; Fritsche et al., 2009, for more info on the143

reprocessing). In particular, higher-order ionospheric terms have been accounted for. Moreover, detailed144

investigations have been carried out concerning the impact of different solar radiation pressure models. Here,145

the empirical CODE radiation pressure model (Springer et al., 1999) has been applied as a reference model.146

147

In terms of consistency, the main advantage of the reprocessing solution is that both station positions148

and satellite orbits are estimated simultaneously. Here, the related orbit parameters are removed from the149

GPS normal equation systems by implicitly solving them. Since the GPS satellites are known to circle the150

center of mass (CM) of the Earth, the underlying coordinate system is relative to this CM. However, a rank151

defect still exists in terms of orientation and additional constraints would be needed to remove this.152

153

For studies of surface loading, it is more intuitive to study the GPS site displacements in the center of154

figure (CF) frame. Therefore we apply 2 additional steps to preprocess the GPS normal equation systems.155

Firstly, a weekly network transformation is introduced in the form of 7 unknown Helmert parameters, which156

represent a translation(δτ⃗) a rotation(δϵ⃗) and a scale change(δs). Secondly, the introduced rank defects are157

compensated by constraining the station positions of 132 well-distributed core stations. The translation,158
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rotation and scale of those core stations are constrained towards zero, such that the corresponding network159

approximates the CF frame. The 2 steps above are performed by adapting the original normal matrix, N,160

with its corresponding right hand side, b⃗, yielding an updated normal equation system (N∗ ,⃗b∗).161

N∗ =

 N+Ψc NB

BTN BTNB

 , b⃗∗ =

 b⃗

BT b⃗

 (5)

The matrix B maps the Helmert transformation parameters to the n station position changes (δx⃗).162

δx⃗ = B


δτ⃗

δs

δϵ⃗

 =


B1

...

Bn




δτ⃗

δs

δϵ⃗

 (6)

Bi =


1 0 0 xi 0 zi −yi

0 1 0 yi −zi 0 xi

0 0 1 zi yi −xi 0

 (7)

The second preprocessing step is performed by regularizing with the matrix Ψc over the core stations only163

(denoted by subscript c).164

Ψc = Bc

(
BT

c Bc

)−1
D−1

(
BT

c Bc

)−1
BT

c (8)

The diagonal weight matrix, D, determines the weight of the constraint. In this study we use standard165

deviations of 0.1mm, 3µas and 0.01ppb for the translation, rotation and scale respectively. In summary,166

this procedure essentially keeps the same degrees of freedom in the normal equation systems but expresses167

the underlying coordinate system in the CF system, while frame inconsistencies can be absorbed by the168

Helmert parameters.169

170

The background model used should be consistent with that of GRACE. We constructed a GPS-derived171

drifting reference frame, additionally solving for station discontinuities, for the period 2002-2009. The as-172

sociated Earth orientation was accounted for by using the C04 EOP (Earth Orientation Parameters) series173

from the International Earth Rotation Service (IERS), which is consistent with the GRACE processing. As174

an addition to the background model, we have added the loading effect of the GRACE-GAC product and175

the equilibrium ocean pole tide (Desai, 2002) on the station positions.176

177

At this stage, we have weekly GPS normal equation systems with 7 unknown Helmert parameters and178

unknown Cartesian site coordinates expressed in an approximate CF frame. In order to prepare the system179

for the joint inversion we need to 1), rotate the coordinate system in a local (up, north, east) frame using180

rotation matrix RT and 2) apply loading theory to link surface loading to site deformations by means of181

matrix D. These deformations, in upward (δh), east (δe) and northward (δn) direction, at the GPS sites182
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are related to the unknown surface loading coefficients in the following way:183

δh(λ, θ, t) =
3aρw
ρe

∑
n,m

h′
n

2n+ 1
T σ
nm(t)Ȳnm(λ, θ)

δe(λ, θ, t) =
3aρw
ρe sin θ

∑
n,m

l′n
2n+ 1

Tσ
nm(t)

∂Ȳnm(λ, θ)

∂λ

δn(λ, θ, t) =
3aρw
ρe

∑
n,m

l′n
2n+ 1

T σ
nm(t)

∂Ȳnm(λ, θ)

∂θ
(9)

Steps 1 and 2 above may be applied to the updated normal equations system from eq. 5 without the184

need for an inversion.185

N† =

 DTRTN∗
ppRD N∗

phRD

DTRTN∗
hp N∗

hh

 , b⃗† =

 DTRT b⃗∗p

b⃗∗h

 (10)

The system is partitioned in blocks representing Cartesian positions and Helmert parameters denoted by186

the subscripts p and h respectively.187

188

Since we have previously constrained the site deformations to an (approximate) CF frame it is important189

that appropriate degree 1 CF load Love numbers are selected in eq. 9. Those are obtained by applying the190

isomorphic frame transformations from Blewitt and Clarke (2003). Here, h′
1
(CF )

, l′1
(CF )

and k′1
(CF )

have191

values -0.260, 0.130 and 0.026 respectively. Consequently, a large part of the network translation is now192

absorbed by T σ
1m. At this stage, the Helmert parameters in eq. 9 should therefore be considered as residuals193

and their estimates are ideally close to zero (see results in sec. 3.2).194

3. Results195

3.1. Geocenter motion196

The degree-1 surface loading coefficients from the inversion are related to the so-called geocenter motion.197

From a reference frame of choice, the center of mass of the Earth system (”the geocenter“) moves according198

to (Blewitt and Clarke, 2003):199 
rx

ry

rz


(CX)

= (1 + k′1
(CX)

)a
√
3
ρw
ρe


T σ
11

Tσ
1−1

T σ
10

 (11)

In contrast to the degree 1 load Love number used in the GPS observation equations (cf. eq. 9), we are200

allowed to choose one expressed in a different frame: k′1
(CX)

. It is convenient to use the frame associated201

with the center of mass of the solid Earth (CE), with k′1
(CE)

= 0, as it closely (within 3%) coincides with202

the CF frame and is independent of the used Earth model. This choice, which we apply in this study, results203
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in a geocenter motion vector defined as the offset between the origins of the CM and CE frames.204

205

Figure 1 shows the surface load induced geocenter motion in Cartesian coordinates. Annual and semi206

annual fits and the RMS of the series, after removing the seasonal fit, are provided in table 1. The joint207

inversion series generally match those of Rietbroek et al. (2009), although difference in the seasonal signal208

can be found, most notably in the Y and Z component. The main advantage of the reprocessing becomes209

clear from the RMS of the residual series. Here we find a RMS reduction of 0.5, 1.3 and 1.1mm for the non-210

seasonal signal of the X, Y and Z components, respectively. Compared to the joint inversion, the GPS-only211

variations are larger, which is primarily caused by the lack of data over the ocean and at high latitudes.212

213

In order to investigate the effect of the applied solar radiation pressure model we have constructed two214

GPS solution sets using the (older) physical ROCK models (Fliegel et al., 1992; Fliegel and Gallini, 1996)215

and the (newer) empirical CODE model. From the resulting normal equation systems we have estimated two216

sets of GPS-only load induced geocenter motion and two sets of joint inversion derived geocenter motion.217

The influence of the radiation pressure model on the joint inversion results appears to be marginal. The218

annual Z component of the geocenter motion increases by 0.8mm and its phase shifts forward by 13 days,219

when using the CODE model. The differences can however not explain the larger discrepancy with the older220

series from Rietbroek et al. (2009). Other factors, arising from the reprocessing strategy and the difference221

in OBP weighting may have a larger influence. The Z component from the GPS-only series benefits from the222

used CODE model, in particular the annual signal shows an improved agreement with the joint inversion223

solutions. It is less clear how the X and Y components benefit from the used radiation pressure model. The224

difference is smaller than for the Z component, although the annual behavior for the ROCK derived series225

is in better agreement with the joint inversion series.226

227

It is illustrative to plot direction and magnitude of r⃗ to obtain an idea of which areas are most influenced228

by the geocenter motion (figure 2). In addition, the seasonal (annual + semi annual) fits are shown as well.229

The track of the seasonal geocenter and its antipode crosses some important hydrological areas: the Amazon,230

Australia, central Asia and Europe. The maximum magnitude is in the order of 4,4mm, which indicates231

that neglecting the geocenter motion in those areas may have negative side-effects when comparing space232

based measurements with terrestrial measurements. In terms of equivalent water heights, the additional233

amplification by ρe

ρw
≈ 5.4 causes variations in the order of a couple of centimeters.234

235
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3.2. Estimated Helmert parameters236

The estimated Helmert parameters are small but not negligible (see figure 3). The translation param-237

eters, representing the non-surface loading induced network shift, stay below the mm level. The scale and238

rotation serve as corrections to adjust the GPS to the GRACE (and OBP) data. The largest impact comes239

from the estimated scale parameter. In terms of station displacement, GPS stations will be affected by a240

maximum of 3mm radial shift. There is no physical justification for this seasonal inflation and deflation of241

the GPS network, but such phenomena can arise from GPS technique errors such as residuals induced by a242

mismodelling of the tropospheric path delay (Heflin et al., 2002). Since we estimate surface loading simulta-243

neously and in a combination with GRACE, aliasing of this signal in combination with a non-perfect GPS244

network (Lavallée et al., 2006) seems unlikely. We find that the radiation pressure models (ROCK versus245

CODE), used within the different GPS processing series, affect the estimated scales, but can not explain the246

remaining variability. Changing the radiation pressure model causes a shift of the seasonal signal (0.24 ppb247

amplitude, 0.2 ppb RMS) of about 24 days.248

249

3.3. Global in-situ BPR comparison250

We have compared the joint inversion results with ground truth data from ocean bottom pressure251

recorders (BPRs) from the AWI database (Macrander et al., 2010). The BPR data have been detided252

and averaged over the GPS weeks, to make them equivalent in the time domain. It has been shown by253

Böning et al. (2008) that the spatial extent of the correlation of ocean signal around recorders is large. This254

suggests that the BPRs should pick up a considerable part of large scale signals, which fall also into the255

spectrum of the joint inversion solutions. During the research for this paper we have found that a slight256

smoothing of the joint inversion results increased the BPR correlations. We therefore use a modified joint257

inversion solution for the comparison with BPRs. The actual smoothing of the joint inversion solution is258

implemented as an increase of the FESOM OBP weight by a factor of 1/3.3 in terms of standard deviation.259

This effectively constraints the joint inversion solution towards the FESOM model, without compromising260

the total ocean content (a uniform OBP correction is still estimated).261

262

Figure 4 (left) shows the correlation of the in-situ timeseries with the joint inversion solution. Overall263

correlations are positive (0.51), but the agreement is dependent on the region. The strongest correlations,264

are found in the Framstrait, the South Atlantic and the South Indian ocean, where the OBP signal is large.265

266

In addition, we assessed the correlation of the non-seasonal signal (figure 4, right) by removing a seasonal267

fit from the BPR and inversion timeseries and calculate again the correlation. On average and considering268

only BPRs with time series longer than a year, this procedure reduces the RMS by around 30% to 1.6 cm269
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for the inversion series. A smaller reduction of 15% resulting in a RMS of 3.8 cm is observed for the insitu270

series. Furthermore, we find an averaged fitted annual amplitude of 1.8 cm for the inversion and 2.1 cm for271

the recorders. It should be stressed that neglecting the degree 1 coefficients decreases the overall correlation272

to 0.41. Compared to the results of Macrander et al. (2010) we find all positive correlations in the Drake273

passage and in the Atlantic MOVE array (Kanzow et al., 2005), which is most likely due to the contribution274

of FESOM OBP data in the inversion. However, a direct comparison remains difficult due to the different275

smoothness and time resolution of the solutions.276

3.4. GPS station residuals277

To see how much of the GPS site deformation signal can be explained by surface loading, we have con-278

structed and compared two versions of station displacement timeseries. The first version is directly derived279

from the GPS-only normal equation, without an a priori loading model. The second version uses our inver-280

sion results as an a priori loading model. The station residuals from the second version should have therefore281

a significant part of their surface loading signal removed.282

283

The reduction in RMS of the estimated station displacement with and without the a priori inversion284

results are plotted in figure 5 (left). Only 8 stations show an increase in their RMS, indicating other more285

dominant effects are at play at the sites. The ’worst‘ station, NSSP, shows a RMS increase of 10%, which286

is small in comparison to the RMS reductions seen for the other stations (e. g. 54% for LAMA).287

288

The surface loading signal is expected to be most prominent in the height component on a seasonal289

scale. We fitted a seasonal curve to the station height component for both versions (with and without the290

a priori loading model) and compared the amplitudes (figure 5, right). From the 189 stations considered,291

10 stations have a fitted seasonal signal considered insignificant at the 98% confidence level. From the292

significant stations 15 stations show an actual increase of at least 10% in the annual amplitude with the a293

priori loading model. On the other hand, the majority (151) of the stations have reductions in amplitude of294

at least 10%.295

4. Conclusion296

We have constructed weekly surface loading estimates by combining data from GRACE gravimetry, sur-297

face deformation from reprocessed GPS observations and modelled ocean bottom pressure. This strategy has298

the advantages that the geocenter motion can be estimated simultaneously, correlated errors from GRACE299

decrease and that mass correction parameters can be estimated for the ocean model.300

301
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The benefit from using the reprocessing GPS solution is twofold. Firstly, the GPS normal equations are302

constructed in a more physically consistent sense by estimating station and satellite positions simultane-303

ously in the center of mass system. Secondly, the consistent reprocessing over the whole period yields more304

accurate and consistent station deformations.305

306

In comparison with Rietbroek et al. (2009), who used the IGS GPS solutions, we find a smoother geocen-307

ter motion and smaller variations in the estimated Helmert parameters. GPS derived parameter estimates308

are still affected by systematic modelling deficiencies, as is apparent from the variation in the scale param-309

eter, which can constitute up to 3mm of the receiver displacement. We find that changing the radiation310

pressure model used in the GPS processing has only a marginal influence on the estimated geocenter motion311

and Helmert parameters, in contrast with a GPS only inversion where the Z component strongly benefits312

from using the newer CODE model (vs. the older ROCK models). This pleads for the robustness of the313

joint inversion method we apply.314

315

In future studies, we may choose an alternative GPS processing strategy by skipping the steps from eq.316

5 and using the degree 1 load Love numbers of the CM frame in eq. 9. However, since no separate Helmert317

parameters are estimated in that case, care must be taken that scale variations do not erroneously propagate318

into our surface loading estimates.319

320

Overall correlations with timeseries of in-situ bottom pressure recorders are good (weighted correlation321

of 0.51), with the strongest correlations found at the higher latitudes. After removing a seasonal fit to the322

series we still find an overall correlation of 0.45, indicating that the solution picks up a significant part of323

oceanic subseasonal signal. Furthermore, degree 1 surface loading variations play an important role since324

their neglection cause a decrease in correlation to 0.41.325

326

Using our inversion results as an a priori model in the GPS normal equations yields station timeseries327

with a reduced RMS and smaller annual height component, although some (8 in terms of RMS and 15 in328

terms of annual height component) outliers remain. In contrast to the findings of van Dam et al. (2007), we329

find a more consistent behavior of the GPS stations over Europe. The local disagreements in annual signal330

found by van Dam et al. (2007) were attributed mostly to GPS technique errors, which appear to be smaller331

in this study due to the reprocessing strategy. Considering the above, our inversion results are an attractive332

data set to reduce the (seasonal) surface loading signal in the GPS stations.333

334
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Figure 1: Surface load induced geocenter motion seen from the CE frame for: 1) GPS only estimates with the ROCK and

CODE radiation pressure models applied (Fritsche et al., 2009) and 2) Joint inversion estimates from a previous study by

Rietbroek et al. (2009) and the current combination solution. The GPS-only and joint inversion curves are shifted by +5mm

and -5mm respectively for clarity. Additionally, a 1 month running mean was applied to the series.
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Figure 2: Direction and magnitude of the estimated geocenter motion. The colored circles represent the seasonal ( annual+

semiannual) fit to te geocenter, with the color denoting the phase in months. Transparent circles denote the weekly geocenter

values. Also affected, but in an inverse sense, are the locations at the antipodes (in gray).
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Figure 3: Estimated Helmert parameters: translation, scale and rotation derived from the joint inversion. The translation

represent that part of the GPS network shift (w.r.t. CM) which is not induced by surface loading. The scale and rotation

mostly absorb technique errors in the GPS processing and are constrained by the addition of GRACE and OBP data. The

right axis spans the corresponding network displacement in mm at the Earth’s surface. In the scale subplot, the estimated

scale from the joint inversion, using the ROCK models in the GPS processing, is additionally plotted. The influence of the

ROCK models on the translation and rotation is smaller and is not plotted.
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Figure 4: Correlations of the joint inversion solution with detided in-situ BPR time series from the AWI database. The

bathymetry contour of 4000 m is given in gray. Regions with dense BPR arrays are magnified with bathymetry as background.

The left and right panel show the correlations with and without the seasonal signal. For the seasonal fit, only stations with a

continuous local time series of at least 1 year are plotted. The weighted overall correlation is 0.51 for the full BPR series and

0.45 for the reduced series.
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Figure 5: Left: Reduction in the RMS of GPS station displacements when using the joint inversion results as an a priori model.

Large green circles show a strong decrease of the GPS time series while red squares with station tags show a RMS increase when

using the inversion results. Color image beneath the circles denote the RMS of the joint inversion solution. Maximum RMS

increase is 10% for NSSP while the maximum RMS reduction is 54% (LAMA), excluding the sparsely sampled THU1 (73%).

Right: Reduction in fitted seasonal amplitude of the height component of stations with a seasonal signal which is significant

at the 98% level. The color image beneath the stations represents the seasonal amplitude of the joint inversion. For clarity,

stations with an increase of at least 10% are provided with a name tag. Maximum increase found is 82% for BAKO, maximum

amplitude reduction is 99% for station AIS1.
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X Y Z

Annual Semiann. RMS Annual Semiann. RMS Annual Semiann. RMS

Am. ph. Am. ph. post. Am. ph. Am. ph. post. Am. ph. Am. ph. post.

This study (CODE) 2.1 56 0.6 162 1.4 3.4 327 0.2 121 0.9 3.0 18 0.6 126 1.9

This study (ROCK) 2.0 63 0.5 160 1.4 3.4 326 0.2 124 0.9 2.2 31 0.6 117 2.2

Rietbroek et al. (2009) 2.2 75 0.3 142 1.9 4.6 335 0.4 104 2.2 2.6 64 1.4 106 3.0

GPS only (CODE) 0.9 182 0.7 137 2.4 1.7 2 0.3 163 2.5 2.5 17 0.6 172 3.2

GPS only (ROCK) 1.5 43 0.8 139 2.2 3.1 331 0.3 162 2.7 5.7 126 0.9 131 5.7

Table 1: Seasonal fits, in mm amplitude and phase in doy and posteriori RMS (mm) of geocenter motion time series for the

following solutions: 1) Joint inversion (GRACE+GPS+OBP) with GPS data using the CODE radiation pressure model, 2)

as 1 but using the ROCK radiation pressure models, 3) Time series from Rietbroek et al. (2009) (with corrected semiannual

phase), 4) GPS only derived series using the CODE model (Fritsche et al., 2009), 5) as 4 but with the ROCK models.
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